For Immediate Release
Bestdisc Chooses Eclipse for Blu-ray Expansion
Pleasanton, CA, July 24, 2007
Eclipse announced today that Bestdisc Technology has installed their ESP 7000 Blu-ray formatter and EclipseSuite
BD premastering and QC software for the production of Blu-ray discs.
Bestdisc is one of Taiwan’s largest DVD replicators. Outside of Japan, this installation makes them the first
company to provide Blu-ray replication service in Asia putting Bestdisc in a strong position to support early Blu-ray
adopters and help grow the Blu-ray format.
“After evaluating all options, the choice to use Eclipse was easy,” stated Sam Yang, Vice President for Bestdisc.
“We have come to trust their products and after-sales-support. This is a critical factor when choosing a technology
partner.”
Critical to the success of the evaluation, installation, and process optimization was the participation of Limbic,
Eclipse’s agent for the region. Limbic brings strong customer support and a great knowledge of the next generation
mastering process.
“It is our great pleasure to complete a cost-effective and efficient BD ROM production procedure with professional
partners like Eclipse, Sony and others. As a pioneer of producing BD ROM discs in Taiwan, Bestdisc is ready for
cooperating with worldwide customers to carry out a splendid life with high quality BD ROM disc. We welcome any
inquiries about our business, service and products,” added Yang.
The Bestdisc installation is the latest in a series of next-generation format successes for Eclipse. Working with
Sony and other key partners, Eclipse developed strong products and process knowledge early on in the
introduction of Blu-ray. Every BD factory in the world uses Eclipse’s equipment.
One of the keys to Eclipse’s success is their Blu-ray analysis engine containing hundreds of new rules designed to
find and fix Blu-ray authoring and conversion mistakes. With the next generation processes, it is more important
than ever to catch these mistakes as early as possible in the process.
###

About Bestdisc
Bestdisc was founded in 1999 as a specialized manufacturer for pre-recorded discs have been already affirmative
by the worldwide OEM/ODM customers. After 2 –year research and development, a whole new factory rises
straight up in Bestdisc to be specially designated for BD ROM production space. It shall be a crucial moment to
Taiwan‘s optical disc industry representing sustainable development and production of the next generation disc
format.
Well-educated employees, strict source management, cautious production control, faultless quality assurance
inspection, packing and delivery monitor, intelligence property security maintenance and periodical customer’s
satisfaction track have been already certified by the extensive customers. But mostly important, Bestdisc has also
exactly fulfilled the dedicated production zone and the vision inspection system in the BD ROM production
procedure that the customers deeply appreciate at present.

About Eclipse Data Technologies:
Eclipse is the leader in optical disc premastering and mastering products. Their rules-based analysis engine
revolutionized testing in the optical disc industry and is used by virtually every disc replication plant in the world. For
more information about Eclipse and its products, please visit their website at www.eclipsedata.com.
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